INTRODUCTION	xci
It is necessary to observe that the Mercantilists did not Maxims
disapprove of all imports or approve of all exports. Their °ftrad*-
discrimination between different branches of trade suggests
that they were guided, not so much by the producer's ' fear
of goods ', as by ' general maxims' which furnished the
criterion whether any branch was beneficial or prejudicial.
They encouraged the export of manufactured articles and
' superfluities ' such as coal, but prohibited the export of
wool because it was needed for the native market. In the
case of imports they regarded as ' eminently bad ' the wares
which competed with home products ; they deprecated, as
the author of the Libelle of Englyshe Polyoye did in the
fifteenth century, ' things of mere luxury and pleasure';
yet they recognized the utility of commodities with which
the nation could not dispense (raw materials) or which could
be re-exported. Such a classification of imports seems to
imply that they were not viewed exclusively as a method
of stimulating exports, but were considered a benefit in
themselves in so far as they met essential national needs.
It must be added that the definition of essential needs
depended in practice less upon fixed standards of appraise-
ment than upon varying circumstances. Thus the restric-
tions on the import of corn were only allowed to take effect
when England was in a position to dispense with foreign
grain—an indication that Mercantilism was not necessarily
indifferent to the interests of the consumer. On this com-
plicated basis was built up an elaborate protective network
of prohibitions and high tariffs on foreign manufactured
goods, combined with the removal of duties on foreign raw
materials ; at the same time the export of most native pro-
ducts was stimulated by fiscal immunities — the remission or
reduction of duties as well as by the institution of bounties ;
while in some instances fiscal expedients were supplemented
by the enforced consumption of native manufactures. The
embargoes laid on the transportation of machinery and the
emigration of skilled artisans were other links in the chain
of protection similarly designed to safeguard the English
producer against his alien competitors.
We have seen that Mercantilism discouraged various

